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Besides the Sword Art Online games, which include the entire series from the beginning, there are also plenty of
'companion' discs that allow you to watch the show's full story with all the original voice work, offering an almost complete
alternative for fans. All in all, the library of titles is pretty good, including some later releases that I'm sure most gamers
will miss, like The Tower of Druaga (yes, the original PlayStation version was released on the platform, but not on the
classic PlayStation which is what I own). Some PlayStation games are almost ready for release for example, such as The
Puyo Puyo 2 franchise, which we can expect to see in the weeks to come. Other titles like Tales of the Abyss, Demon's
Crest and Buldo will be available in the future as digital releases. The local multiplayer is great (or if you can, you could
take part in online battles) and although the porting of the control systems is not perfect, they are better than pretty much
all comparable products. There's also local wireless multiplayer, though it requires a USB dongle to function, but again, it's
a great way to play with local folk. The digital store is great for keeping everything in one place (in terms of how to access
it), and the team has managed to persuade most developers to allow ROMs of their games to be uploaded there (up to a
certain size limit). In addition, the team even manages to find and upload old titles that weren't even available on the
systems they initially targeted, such as those on the Sega Master System! The team have also been known to include
classic titles in their official line-up.
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